Twinkie Pin BD 01, Not dated

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Homage to Ann Blythe, 1975
Print

Sno Balls – 3, 1992
Watercolor on paper

EB Cupcakes, Not dated
Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Lost Page from Illuminated Book of Ecclesiastes, 1998

Print

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Mr. and Mrs. Twinkie
Paper Dolls, 1991

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Clockwise from top left:

**No Carb Twinkies**, 2004
Watercolor on paper

**Twinkies with Beans**, 2004
Watercolor on paper

**Twinkie Lettuce Tomato**, 2005
Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Twinkie Brick Road, Not dated

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
The Last Snack, 1993

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Twinkie Yoga, 2005
Watercolor on paper
Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Roadkill Twinkies, 1992

Print

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Untitled (medicine cabinet), 1975

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Untitled (gas pump), 1975

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Untitled (slot machine), 1975

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Campbell’s Worm Soup, 1975

Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate
Top row, left to right:

September 1835, collected
Mangrove Twinkie
Abernarle Isl., Galapagos
With mangrove twigs and collection of shells

October 1835, collected
Ply-Woodpecker Twinkie
James Isl., Galapagos
With pliers, used as a tool, and shells

October 1835, collected
Medium Ground Twinkie
James Island, Galapagos
With rocks from edge of saline lake
Bottom row, left to right:

October 1835, collected
Cactus Ground Twinkie
Indefatigable Isl., Galapagos
With feathers, spines, and sand sample

October 1835, collected
Small Tree Twinkie
Charles Island, Galapagos
With tree acalesia and small seashells

October 1835, collected
Sharp Crusted Twinkie
Abington Island, Galapagos
With seashells of the surrounding area
Left to right:

Worms subterranean, Not dated
Watercolor on paper

Worms subterranean, Not dated
Watercolor on paper

Untitled (landscape), Not dated
Watercolor on paper

Collection of the Nancy Peppin Estate